EXTRAORDINARY NEW PROOF: VLADIMIR LENIN & COMMUNISM WERE CREATED BY GLOBALIST NEWSMEN FROM THE BRITISH-AMERICAN PILGRIMS SOCIETY

The British–American Pilgrims Society steals and weaponizes trade secrets & patents for mass surveillance and media propaganda

The British wanted control of Russia’s wealth, and at the same time to disempower Russia and Germany


"Five Eyes" Pilgrims Society spies are attempting a U.S. coup d’etat right now

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | SEP. 30, 2019, OCT. 10, 2019 | PDF | https://tinyurl.com/y3ek666e
Fig. 1 — Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov Lenin was a creation of the Pilgrims Society using P.W. Wilson, the Empire Press Union, The New York Times, MI6 and Communism—their self-annointed elitist creation to control the masses. Explosive new evidence shows that the British-American Pilgrims Society (1902) created the Vladimir Lenin and Bolshevik Revolution as a “false flag” to destabilize Russia so that British-American corporations would have access to Russia vast resources. L/R: Pilgrims Society logo, Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov Lenin, MP Philip Whittwell Wilson (UK).

Fig. 2 — Gabriel, McKibben. (Oct. 01, 2019). Who controls the Queen? SHOCKING NEW HISTORY! American Intelligence Media, Americans for Innovation. https://youtu.be/CAcL--JJUyk (Raw *.mp4 video file).


(Bookmark: #michael-rectenwald | https://tinyurl.com/yyn5aee5)

(Bookmark: #stand-with-roger-stone)

(OCT. 01, 2019) — Our 120-year old historical findings are so explosive that we have puzzled with how best to frame the story. We decided to just start sharing these findings as best we can and let the story tell itself after being buried for so long. Truth finds a way.

We welcome patriots across the globe to share additional findings as “the penny drops” (English def.: A belated realization to claim that it could only mean a gun sight, as Judge Jackson did, is truly ignorant. As shown, it is a call to prayer and repentance based upon microscopic observation of the corruptocrat’s conduct. For Judge Jackson to use her ignorance of this symbol as the excuse to gag Roger Stone’s FREE SPEECH right to defend himself is heinous abuse of authority. Chief Justice John Roberts should censor her immediately. Patriots must demand it.

Click here to see combined timeline of the hijacking of the internet.

PAY-to-PLAY NEW WORLD ORDER
This timeline shows how insiders sell access & manipulate politicians, police, intelligence, judges and media to keep their secrets. Clintons, Obamas, Summers were paid in cash for outlandish speaking fees and Foundation donations. Sycophant judges, politicians, academics, bureaucrats and media were fed tips to mutual funds tied to insider stocks like Facebook. Risk of public exposure, blackmail, pedophilia, “snuff parties” (ritual child sexual abuse and murder) and Satanism have ensured silence among pay-to-play beneficiaries. The U.S. Patent Office is their toy box from which to steal new ideas.
of something after a period of confusion or ignorance).

(Phrases.org.uk).

LENIN WAS CREATED BY THE BRITISH–U.S. PILGRIMS SOCIETY

Cutting to the chase, our new findings prove that The Pilgrims Society—with its two branches in London and New York—created Lenin, Bolshevism, communism, social democracy and sociology university curricula worldwide (their recruiting ground).

LENIN WAS COACHED IN LONDON BY PILGRIMS SOCIETY FOUNDERS—VISITING IN 1902–03, 1905, 1908 AND 1911

Lenin visited London at least four times starting in 1902 when he was 32 years old.

Lenin’s second visit to London in 1905 to 16 Percy Circus, Pancras is the smoking gun.

LENIN WAS HOSTED IN 1905 BY RADICAL SOCIALIST LIBERAL MP PHILIP WHITWELL

Fig. 4—Vladimir I. Lenin. Ideological stooge of the British-American Pilgrims Society.

BLOG ARCHIVE

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL COMPROMISE

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS Patent Office filings are
Between April 22 and May 10, 1905, Lenin stayed in the London home of radical socialist Liberal MP Philip Whitwell Wilson at 16 Percy Circus, St Pancras. He was attending the 3rd Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. Lenin was under constant surveillance by the Czar’s secret police, so Wilson was evidently a trusted insider who provided him safe haven under the Privy Council's protection. Joseph Stalin and Leon Trotsky also attended this 1905 meeting.

Fig. 5—Philip Whitwell Wilson (1875-1956). Radical liberal MP hosted Vladimir I. Lenin in 1905 (Apr. 22 to May 10). He was a “prime mover” of the Imperial Press Conference, 1909. In 1917, he moved to the USA and used The New York Times for his evident MI6-C.I.A. espionage cover for 39 years. He appears to have been the British Pilgrims Society's top man in the U.S.

Fig. 6—Lenin @ 16 Percy Circus, Pancras, London, Apr. 22 to May 10, 1905; the home of socialist liberal MP-to-be Philip Whitwell Wilson (1906-1910).
We'll discuss Lenin's Apr.-May 1902 visit to London hosted by socialist printer Harry Quelch at 40 Holford Square below.

In 1908 (May), Lenin stayed at 21 Tavistock Place. He used printer Harry Quelch’s recommendation to gain access to the British Museum Library nearby. By 1911, this address was used for meetings of the ‘Foreign Barbers of London’, a pseudonym for the Bolsheviks.

In 1911 (Nov.), Lenin stayed at 6 Oakley Square. He gave a lecture believed to be named “Stolypin and the Revolution” at King’s Hall in London’s East End. Stolypin was Russian Prime Minister from Jul. 21, 1906 to Sep. 18, 1911 when he was assassinated, probably on Lenin’s order.

History tells us that the Bolshevik Revolution was carried out with relatively few people. To aid the Pilgrims Society's support for Lenin, Viscount Alfred Milner traveled to Russia in the Spring of 1917 under orders from Parliament to deliver approved aid to the Czar to fight the Bolsheviks, but Milner double-crossed the Czar and Parliament and refused to give it.

It is well known that Lenin received substantial funding from Pilgrims Society member banks in London and New York. Eight years earlier, on Jun. 22, 1909, the Pilgrims Society, including Milner, and the newly-forming Empire Press Union had hosted the Russian President and members of the Duma at the House of Commons —during the Imperial Press Conference. Soon after Milner left Russia in the Spring of 1917—where he had met with
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the Duma, Lenin arrived by train in St. Petersburg. A few months later, Czar Romanov and his entire family and staff were assassinated, triggering the Bolshevik takeover. The treachery of Viscount Alfred Milner and the Pilgrims Society is quite evident.

FIRST IMPERIAL PRESS CONFERENCE, 1909, SHEPHERD’S BUSH, WHITE CITY—UNLEASHED DEMONS OF WAR, CONFLICT, DEATH AND DESTRUCTION

With this backdrop, the events surrounding the First Imperial Conference, 1909 take on ominous significance. In addition to being a binge of imperialist English-speaking race demagoguery, the conference very intentionally organized the Empire Press Union (Jul. 23, 1909) to carry on the agenda. See also London Times and The Fourth Estate.

Tellingly, the entire leadership of the Imperial Press Conference, 1909 and its spawn, the Empire Press Union, were ALL founding members of the Pilgrim Society and disciples of Cecil Rhodes and Viscount Alfred Milner.


1 Alfred Lyttelton
2 C. Arthur Pearson (Harry Brittain’s boss)
3 Earl Arthur James Balfour
4 Earl of Crewe
5 General Lord (Earl) Roberts
6 Harry Lawson (later Levy-Lawson)
7 Lord Burnham (Edward Lawson, later Levy-Lawson)
8 Lord Herbert H. Asquith, PM
9 Lord Northcliffe
10 Lord/Earl Cromer
11 Lord/Viscount Alfred Milner
12 MP Philip Whitwell Wilson (sponsor of Vladimir I. Lenin & the Bolsheviks)
13 Mr. Kyffin Thomas
14 Sir Austen Chamberlain
15 Sir Edward Grey
16 Sir Frank George Newnes
17 Sir Gilbert Parker
18 Sir Harry Brittain
19 W.T. Stead (Cecil Rhodes’ first heir, paramour, biographer)
20 Winston Churchill, President of the Board of Trade

Table 1: All executives of the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909, Shepherds' Bush,
UK-U.S. NEWSPAPERMEN TOOK OVER GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE ON JUL. 29, 1909

If this story was not dark enough, on Jul. 29, 1909, British Prime Minister Asquith announced that he was forming subcommittees under the Committee on Imperial Defence—he named them Colonial Defence and Home Defence (this is the way the British spell Defense), as well as archiving facilities.

Most histories point to this Jul. 29, 1909 event as the founding of MI6, MI5 and GC&CS (renamed GCHQ in 1946).

Asquith even told Parliament that the subcommittees would have fluid staffing that would not necessarily include members of Parliament, and would report only to the prime minister (and not to Parliament). Most tellingly, he said he would staff his new intelligence operations from Empire Press Union newspapermen.

In short, newspapermen built modern intelligence in Britain first, then the British used their influence to develop and control America’s counterparts (C.I.A., FBI and NSA).

In fact, on Mar. 05, 1946 the Pilgrims Society used the fatigue of WWII to officially combine British Empire intelligence with American intelligence (FBI and newly-forming C.I.A. and NSA) in the infamous “Five Eyes” agreement. This followed U.S. Chief of Staff George Marshall giving the green light to exchange most all intelligence with Britain, Canada, New Zealand, Australia as long as they did not infringe American patents . . . an order they have grossly ignored.

Seen from the eyes of a Constitutional American, this “Five Eyes” agreement is treason. However, seen through the eyes of a Pilgrim Society member it was merely another step toward the one-world government they had pined for since the Cecil Rhodes Manifesto for an Anglo-American English-speaking one world government run by unelected Pilgrim Society corporations.

OPENING MEETING OF THE FIRST IMPERIAL PRESS CONFERENCE, JUN. 07, 1909

Now, for the purpose of giving a high level overview of these explosive findings, we jump to Jun. 07, 1909 and the opening
meeting and luncheon at the House of Commons of the delegates of the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909.

**GROUND ZERO FOR THE MURDER OF OVER 260 MILLION SOULS + BY THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY**

A detailed record of the “First Imperial Press Conference, 1909” from Jun. 05-28, 1909 was kept. However, it had largely disappeared outside of “approved” snippets in doctored media-intelligence histories. This is one of the best examples AFI researchers have seen to validate the adage that “history is written by the winners.” The winners in this case were the keepers of the Jesuit-like secrets of the Pilgrims Society. Hopefully they are about to start losing.

A *Parliament of the Press* was a bound, illustrated, 7-1/2” by 9-3/4” 248-page book that was quickly printed at the end of the conference for the 650 delegates to take home.

**NEW!: AN AFI EXCLUSIVE**

Read the actual transcript of the proceedings of this 1909 Pilgrim Society Imperial Press spy recruiting conference that has been buried in history and just unearthed by AFI researchers in a Midwest university library warehouse *ala* real life Indiana Jones: Thomas H. Hardman, ed. pub. (Jun. 05-26, 1909). A *PARLIAMENT OF THE PRESS - THE FIRST IMPERIAL PRESS CONFERENCE, 1909*, Illustrated, with Preface by The Earl of Rosebery, K.G. London: Horace Marshall & Son (150 MB). Please download and distribute widely. Historians we have interviewed say this suppressed information will rewrite modern history books on the 20th and 21st centuries with regard to the total control of newspapers and media over government intelligence, utterly fascist corporatism and propaganda.

Like a scene from *Indiana Jones*, AFI researchers in real life discovered a copy of this book hidden away in the offsite library warehouse of a prominent Midwestern university. The book was in pristine condition and did not appear to have ever been read.

**EDITORIALS**

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook’s case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

**OUR MISSION**

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness, . . . our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

**CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS**

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The
“MR. P.W. WILSON” WAS ONE OF “THE PRIME MOVERS” OF THE CONFERENCE

CHAPTER IV. OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE (Jun. 07, 1909), pp. 43-44 identifies Mr. P.W. Wilson as one of the “prime movers” of the first meeting and luncheon at the House of Commons. The other “prime mover” was Sir Gilbert Parker who latter targeted propaganda against America for the British War Propaganda Bureau (Wellington House, 1914-1916).

The Speaker (the Right Hon. J. W. Lowther) presided, and the company included, in addition to those already mentioned, Mr. L. Harcourt, Mr. Sydney Buxton, Lord Courtney, Earl Winterton, Sir G. Robertson, the Earl of Ronaldshay, Sir Benjamin Stone [photographer], Sir Gilbert Parker [1914-1916 head of propaganda targeting the USA], Mr. P. Snowden, Mr. W. P. Byles, Mr. McKinnon Wood, Mr. R. C. Lehmann, Mr. W. Wilson, Mr. J. H. Yoxall, Sir Charles Dalziel, the Sergeant-at-Arms (Mr. H. D. Erskine), and several representative journalists from the Press Gallery.

A telegram was received from Mr. Balfour, expressing regret at his inability to attend.

After this luncheon, the prime movers in which were Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P. (a Canadian born, and at one time an Australian journalist), and Mr. P.W. Wilson, MP, the delegates were taken into the Gallery of the House of Commons, and spent an agreeable hour in watching the Mother of Parliaments at work.”

Oddly, even though P.W. Wilson, MP and Sir Gilbert Parker were “the prime movers” in these House of Commons proceedings, neither man is properly identified in the book’s photo caption.

In fact, Wilson is 4th from left in the Second Row and Gilbert is 3rd from left, as confirmed by a high quality Parliamentary Archives copy of the original photos used for the book.

Curiously, in the A Parliament of the Press book, Parker’s and Wilson’s names are totally mislabeled as “W.S. Douglas” and “M. Cohen.” The evident conclusion is that these two “prime movers” of the first day of the most important press conference in the
history of the British Empire were obscured intentionally due to their secret Pilgrim Society intelligence and propaganda activities.

While we have yet to find Wilson on a Pilgrim Society list, all his friends and colleagues are founders. One thing is certain, if he was not a member, then he was their trusted valet. We think the former.

History is deafeningly silent about Wilson, apart from news reports of his speeches in American from 1917 to 1956. His 49-year absence from the history of intelligence and media propaganda speaks volumes in itself. In fact, less is said about Wilson than the early directors of MI6, MI5, C.I.A., NSA, FBI and GCHQ—all spawns of the Pilgrims Society.

PHILIP WHITWELL WILSON: “THE NAME THAT CANNOT BE NAMED.”

One can reasonably conclude that Wilson was so important to the British control of the American media, intelligence and politics that he was (and still is) “the name that could not be named.”

Since Wilson died long after WWII, it is quite possible that he was Sir William Stephenson’s (codename: Intrepid) handler during WWII in New York where Wilson used The New York Times as his cover while Intrepid worked from 30 Rockefeller Center. The
Rockefellers were also founding members of the Pilgrims Society and financial backers of the Tavistock Institute (for psychological propaganda).

In 1909, P.W. Wilson was a member of Parliament as well as parliamentary correspondent for the *London Daily News* (1907-1917). From 1917 until his death in 1956, Wilson was the American correspondent for both *London Daily News* and *New York Times*, as well as president of the Association of Foreign Press in the U.S.

Anti-Czar and anti-German passions leading to WWI were **fabricated & promoted in the Pilgrims Society newspapers** of New York & London for profit & one-world hegemony.
New York & London bankers launched a massive, almost overnight (evidently pre-written) blanketing propaganda campaign, probably organized by the new British propaganda “Ministry of Information,” in major U.S. newspapers to demonize the Russian Czar and convince the American public that their cut out, Vladimir Lenin, was a liberator (Aug. 18, 1917)

WILSON BOASTED TO A NEW JERSEY NEWSPAPER IN 1927, LEAVING STRONG CLUES TO HIS REAL IDENTITY AND MEDIA/INTELLIGENCE INFLUENCE

On Sep. 28, 1927, in a biography Wilson provided to the press as an editor for The New York Times (likely cover for MI6), Wilson boasted that he was so close to American presidents (Wilson, Harding, Coolidge and Roosevelt) that he was called to Teddy
Roosevelt’s deathbed where the dying president allegedly “thanked him for his services to the cause of international friendship.”

Who on their deathbed would pander to such socialist claptrap? Likely nobody. The Pilgrims Society’s one-world government propaganda knickers are showing in this disingenuous boasting.

With this background at the London Daily News and The New York Times we can look back with fresh eyes at Wilson’s activities in 1905.

WHO WAS SOCIALIST LIBERAL MP PHILIP WHITWELL WILSON? A PROONENT OF THE SOCIALIST SETTLEMENT MOVEMENT

In the first decade of the 20th century, Wilson was well known as a radical socialist MP who strongly supported the Settlement Movement—one of the precursors of communism. It promoted egalitarian communities directed by a master.

John Ruskin is considered by many to be the father of the settlement movement. Alfred Milner and Cecil Rhodes were among Ruskin’s admirers. Many of his ideas are embodied today in definitions of the welfare state. His ideas about a universal income sound quite contemporary to some current Democratic candidates for U.S. President. Also notable was Ruskin’s well known promiscuity and likely pedophilia—which appears to be a ticket to the dance for British elitists.

The British Zionist Kibbutz (Israel) settlement movement traces its roots (ca. 1880-1920) to Ruskin, Milner and Rhodes. In their
emerging philosophy of Empire, socialism/communism/kibbutz, and strict control limiting the resources consumed by the masses, was promoted while the enlightened classes ruling over them were to live in luxury as a sort of secular divine right.

They argued that this racist white supremacy was just the natural order of things. Ruskin borrowed heavily from models of Christian community while rejecting Christ's teachings on love in favor of “social justice” as society's driving moral force, with his followers being the hammers to subdue the masses.

Wilson’s proven association with Lenin during Lenin's formative political years, and Lenin's embrace of communism/Leninism, is prima facie evidence that Wilson's colleagues in the Pilgrim Society were directing and financing Lenin and the Bolsheviks.

LENIN WAS "J. RICHTER"

Earlier, during Lenin's 13 months stay in London between Apr. 1902 and May 1902, he was hosted by the socialist printer Harry Quelch at 30 Holford Square. Lenin used the pseudonym “Jacob Richter” in his home. As an example, he advertised for English-Russian language lessons as "J. Richter” with reply to the 30 Holford Square address (see actual ad below). In 1920 Quelch’s son Tom Quelch would become a founding member of the Communist Party of Great Britain.

Then, as stated earlier, between Apr. 22 and May 10, 1905, Lenin stayed in the home of radical socialist Liberal MP, Philip Whitwell Wilson.

CONCLUSION:

On Jul. 16, 1902, Sir Harry Brittain and General Lord Roberts formed the British-American Pilgrims Society of Great Britain. At
the same time, between Apr. 1902 to May 1903 (13 mos.), Vladimir Lenin was living in socialist printer Henry Quelch’s house. Quelch’s son later founded the British Communist Party at that address.

In 1903, the American chapter of the Pilgrims Society was founded in New York.

The Pilgrims evidently groomed Lenin and the Bolsheviks to carry out their plan to take down the Czar and establish Russia with their newly-minted communist ideology.

In 1905, Philip Whitwell Wilson obviously felt safe enough in his Pilgrims Society protection to host Lenin, Stalin and Trotsky at the 3rd Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party.

In 1908, Lenin returned to 21 Tavistock Square, the site of the first meetings of the ‘Foreign Barbers of London’, a pseudonym for the Bolsheviks. This part of London housed the newly-formed Tavistock Institute in 1946 (funding by the Pilgrims Society members like the Rockefellers and Carnegies) where some of the most heinous brainwashing research in the world today takes place. The apple still does not fall far from the tree of these evil vibrations.

In 1909, the Pilgrims Society organized an unprecedented gathering of newspapermen from across the Empire to imbue their megalomaniacal notions of imperialism upon the unsuspecting delegates, who were overwhelmed at the flattery and attention. The crowning achievement was the formation of a “permanent” Empire Press Union that became the clearinghouse for all intelligence and propaganda . . . to this day. Indeed, delegates were recruited to form MI5, MI6 and GC& CS.

In 1911, Lenin returned again to London to give a lecture on the recent assassination of Russian Prime Minister Stolypin a month earlier (very likely ordered by Lenin and the Pilgrims Society).
These facts show an unmistakable association among Lenin, Wilson, the Pilgrims Society, the Empire Press Union, M6 and the emergence of the global newspaper-led propaganda machine in both Britain and America.

They reveal a common thread to the radical leftist agendas of the American Uniparty and the British Remainers. Their heritage with Vladimir Lenin makes them unmistakably Communist.

It is pretty clear that the current agenda of the Pilgrims Society is One World 3.0. Their first attempt in Russia failed, as did their second failure in Germany and Italy. Now, in One World 3.0 they want a corporate imperialism according to Cecil Rhodes’ Manifesto where the masses are boxed in and restricted by communism while the elites rule from exquisite bunkers of wealth and privilege. In the Soviet period, they even had their own dollar stores called “Beriozkas” in the U.S.S.R. and “Pewex” in Poland. If these sound attractive, just ask anyone who lived in that period. They will tell you sad and often humorous stories of the yo yo of want and excess that these stores created because the state-run suppliers just never seemed to have control of their inventories.

One thing is certain, The Pilgrims Society, global surveillance, propaganda and continuous war, Vladimir Lenin and Bolshevism were cut out of the same cloth.

That cloth must be unraveled if the world is ever going to have a chance at more peaceful lives where war is no longer a requirement for prosperity, and where the Golden Rule prevails.

We can and must dis-empower these ancient oligarch families whose fortunes are steeped in ritual sin and murder.

** **

Return to return to the beginning of this post:

Notices: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo.

COMMENT

Click “N comments:” on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to afi@leader.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

REMINDER RE. THE MILLER ACT NOTICE

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump today. It is a FEDERAL BRITISH-AMERICAN PATENT

destroyer of evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v. Facebook

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit counsel in Leader v. Facebook; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s undisclosed former client)

8. Latham & Watkins LLP (Facebook Director James W. Breyer’s counsel; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s husband, Matthew J. Moore’s new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar Association (“FCBA”) (Federal Circuit’s bar association; second largest in the U.S.; Facebook’s law firms exert much influence in its policy and activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP, Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick Herrington LLP, Weil Gotshal LLP; Facebook’s large shareholder, Microsoft, is a director; Federal Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is an officer; FCBA made an appearance in Leader v. Facebook to oppose the amicus curiae (friend of the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former Director of Network Architecture at Sun Microsystems, in favor of Leader Technologies and objecting to the evident conflicts of interest within the court itself, her motion was denied, the judges refused to disclose their conflicts which we now know include Facebook and Microsoft stocks)

10. DC Bar Association

11. Perkins Coie LLP (Facebook’s “rapid response enforcement team;” law firm for Obama’s chief counsels, the husband and wife team of Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as having directed the IRS targeting of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg (Facebook’s “forensic expert” who manipulated the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark Zuckerberg, and who first revealed the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard emails that they told Leader Technologies in 2009 were "lost")


B. Facebook attorneys & cooperating judges:

14. Gordon K. Davidson (Fenwick; Facebook’s securities and patent attorney; Leader Technologies’ former attorney)

15. Christopher P. King (aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King, a.k.a. Christopher Charles P. King, Fenwick & West LLP)

16. Theodore B. Olson (Gibson Dunn)

17. Thomas G. Hungar (Gibson Dunn)


19. James Cole (Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.
Email comment by TG:

K. Craine October 7, 2019 at 11:28 AM

Seth

Explains Bitcoin being created under weaponised patents, as there afraid if they lose control of the Fed, Bitcoin is there fallback position with the 1 million locked up Bitcoin to put them in control again, as if you Control Bitcoin you control the whole Crypto Market due to every other Crypto is paired to Bitcoin. And surprise surprise Bitcoin is 70-80% mined in China which means Bitcoin is susceptible to a 51% attack, meaning it can be controlled and hence the push for a million dollar Bitcoin, imagine how rich they'd be owning 1 million Bitcoin and the "new " monetary system just happens to be Bitcoin, a Goldman Sachs guy signed under oath as Satoshi Nakamoto ...

Reply

K. Craine October 7, 2019 at 11:31 AM

Comment: Gary Webb

I'm 68 and came to the conclusion a LONG time ago that if your morality doesn't come from what Jesus taught and lived then you will suffer the consequences. Communism, Marxism, Leninism, Stalinism, Maoism, Fascism, National Socialism, and all their offshoots today are DRENCHED in blood and misery. The time to choose your master is NOW, not tomorrow.
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K. Craine October 7, 2019 at 11:36 AM
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CAT REPORT
Ukraine’s Prosecutor General To Reopen ALL Biden Cases

Trump to Protect U.S. Taxpayers from Subsidizing Health Care for Immigrants

Join Betsy’s team. Be a part of the truth revolution.

DEAD MEN DON’T NEED IMPEACHMENT. Swamp In Panic: Trump In Danger.

Do democrats eat babies? They have not denied it. They have not been exonerated.

Trump nominates Poland for entry into the Visa Waiver Program

Full stories:
https://aim4truth.org/2019/10/05/cat-report-155/

C. Facebook puppet masters:

81. President Barack Obama
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the judge’s seat in Delaware Federal District Court eight days after Stark’s court allowed Facebook to get away with jury and court manipulation of an on-sale bar verdict which was attained without a single piece of hard evidence; Barack and Michelle Obama were evidently protecting their 47 million “likes” on Facebook)

82. Lawrence “Larry” Summers
(Harvard President who aided Zuckerberg’s light-speed rise to prominence with unprecedented Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama bailout chief; Clinton Treasury Secretary; World Bank Chief Economist; “Special Advisor” to Marc Andreesen in Instagram; co-creator of the current Russian robber baron economy; close 20-year relationships with protégés Shervil Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in recommendations that created the Russian robber baron economy—and Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov’s money used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP; Facebook director; client of Fenwick & West LLP since the 1990’s; apparently received technology from other Fenwick clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies’ inventions)

84. David Plouffe: directed Obama’s 2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-described “statistics nerd;” likely directed the activities of the Facebook Club; employed Robert F. Bauer, Perkins Coie LLP in 2000 at the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee

85. McBee Strategic (one of the main “private” arms responsible for dollying out the billions in Obama “green energy” stimulus funds; partnered with Cooley Godward LLP)

86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee Strategic principal; former National Security Adviser to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi)

87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S. Congresswoman; appears to be running political cover in the House for Facebook; McBee Strategic; Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West, Breyers, etc.)

88. Harry Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. Thomas J. Kim (one of the main clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies’ inventions)

90. Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-Economist; “Special Advisor” to Secretary; World Bank Chief (Harvard President who aided Lawrence Summers with Facebook’s pre-IPO valuation to $100 billion; another Harvard grad, Kim worked at Latham & Watkins LLP which was the chief lobbyist for the National Venture Capital
Anonymous October 7, 2019 at 8:40 PM

Please do an expose' on the Kurt Lewin/Emery Method developed at Tavistock. It's ubiquitous. Via use of the hidden hand and primarily used to attack family unity. 1. Create dissociation in the target by embarrassing their association with the healthy family unit 2. Steer the target towards a controlled group that initially embraces them then turns on them to control their thoughts. This creates fragmentation and depression. 3. Provide carefully controlled access to destructive escapist salves which provide temporary dopamine. 4. Use the dependence on these escapist salves to direct the targets actions.

This method is used to undermine healthy communities. Be forewarned when you see signs of a hidden hand trying to undermine a target esp the young.

Reply

K. Craine October 8, 2019 at 7:09 AM

Email comment by GN:

Ingraham: Democrats ‘freaking out,’ Barr ‘clearly closing in on the foreign players from 2016’

Democrats are “undermining the process” by pushing for impeachment and sullying Attorney General William Barr in order to discredit his eventual findings, Fox News host Laura Ingraham argued Tuesday on “The Ingraham Angle.”

“Democrats know their policies are not going to lead to a stronger economy. Certainly it’s not going to be stronger than Trump’s. They don’t even bother trying to make that case anymore,” Ingraham said. “Instead they find themselves reverting to the old Hillary Clinton playbook. In other words, if you aren’t confident you can win on the merits, undermine the process.”

“Democrats know their policies are not going to lead to a stronger economy. Certainly it’s not going to be stronger than Trump’s. They don’t even bother trying to make that case anymore.”

— Laura Ingraham

Full story [VIDEO]:

Reply

K. Craine October 8, 2019 at 7:12 AM

Email comment by BStraka:

I walked away from the Democratic Party in March of 2017, but I didn’t walk right to Trump. It was after seeing this video many months after I’d walked away that completely brought me over to him.

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/o1ZHAI0hr8s

K. Craine October 10, 2019 at 7:33 AM
Email comment by Anon.

Ilhan Omar @IlhanMN committed fraud (perjured herself) on her court documents to dissolve her marriage to Ahmed Abdisalan Hirsi, apparently after having been married to her brother Ahmed Nur Said Elmi. Said she had no other names, but “Hirsi” and “Elmi” don’t look like the same names!

David Steinberg (@realDSteinberg) tweeted at 11:40 AM on Mon, Oct 07, 2019:
You can assume something occurred that spurred @IlhanMN’s change of plans.

Also noteworthy from her petition: More apparent perjury.

“Wife has not been known by other names.” As I have published, she was reportedly “Ilhan Nur Said Elmi” prior to being brought to the US. (4/4) https://t.co/e2YUBPr19o

K. Craine October 8, 2019 at 7:33 AM
Email comment by THE VERGE:

Colin Lecher. (Sep. 10, 2019). Bill Gates says he met with Jeffrey Epstein because he knew “a lot of rich people”. The Verge.

READ THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY’S SPIN ON BILL GATES’ ASSOCIATION WITH JEFFREY EPSTEIN.

REMEMBER, WHATSOEVER THEY SAY, THE OPPOSITE IS THE TRUTH. THEY ONLY KNOW HOW TO LIE.

In an interview with The Wall Street Journal, Gates admitted to meeting with Epstein, but he said he did not have interactions with him beyond that. The Microsoft founder said he was “never at any parties or anything like that,” and that all the meetings they held together “were meetings with men.”

Full PROPAGANDA:
In fact, Fox News’ Tucker Carlson said he didn’t even have to dig deep at all to find a 2000 phone call between former President Bill Clinton [PILGRIMS SOCIETY] and a foreign leader, where Clinton is clearly asking for help in the upcoming 2000 presidential election.

“Talk about foreign interference in an election. How about all those tens of millions of dollars that poured into the Clinton Foundation when she was secretary of state or running for president? Was that influencing the election at all? Or the 9 million dollars you paid a foreign agent to influence the last election called the Seele dossier.”

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.foxnews.com/media/hillary-clinton-donald-trump-jesse-watters

---

Email comment by JHN:

---

Email comment by JM:

---

Email comment by K. Craine:
October 8, 2019 at 7:42 AM
K. Craine  7:42 AM

Previous comment:
Jesse Watters, (Sep. 30, 2019). Jesse Watters slams Hillary Clinton: ‘For her to finger Trump as being crooked is complete hypocrisy’. FoxNews.

Fox News’ Jesse Watters slammed former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton Monday for calling President Trump’s presidency “illegitimate” during an interview with CBS News that aired Sunday.

“She’s a crooked person. And for her to finger Trump as being crooked is complete hypocrisy,” Watters said on “The Five.”

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://www.foxnews.com/media/hillary-clinton-donald-trump-jesse-watters

---

Email comment by JHN:

---

Email comment by K. Craine:
October 8, 2019 at 7:54 AM
K. Craine  7:54 AM

Previous comment:

It’s the Clinton phone call transcript that Democrats and their media allies don’t want American voters to see — but it was hiding out in public.

In fact, Fox News’ Tucker Carlson said he didn’t even have to dig deep at all to find a 2000 phone call between former President Bill Clinton [PILGRIMS SOCIETY] and a foreign leader, where Clinton is clearly asking for help in the upcoming 2000 presidential election.

“You’ve heard endlessly on cable news that it is unprecedented the president would seek political gain from a conversation with a foreign leader,” Carlson explained.

“Well, turns out, it has happened before. Back in 2000, President Bill Clinton had a conversation with Tony Blair [PILGRIMS SOCIETY] of the U.K. and asked him to intercede in a dispute between British Airways and two [American] carriers,” Carlson explained.

Full story:

---

Email comment by JHN:

---

Email comment by K. Craine:
October 8, 2019 at 7:54 AM
K. Craine  7:54 AM

Previous comment:

---

Email comment by JHN:
Director, David J. Kappos, who held over one million dollars in Facebook “dark pools” during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; Kappos purchased this stock within weeks of his surprise recess appointment by President Obama; Kappos also was formerly employed by IBM, who sold Facebook 750 patents during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings; right before leaving the Patent Office, Kappos also ordered an unprecedented 3rd reexamination of Leader’s patent without even identifying claims)

131. Mary L. Schapiro (Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission; holds 51 Facebook “dark pools” stocks which held stock in Facebook, Baidu and more than a dozen Facebook crony companies; failed to regulate the “dark pools;” failed to disclose her substantial conflict of interest in regulating the run up to the Facebook IPO)

132. Robert C. Hancock (Chief Compliance Officer, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenaehealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenaehealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athenaehealth and Castlight Health into HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed; Todd Y. Park’s ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics; Hancock was formerly employed by Gibson Dunn LLP, Facebook appeals counsel in Leader v. Facebook)

133. Jonathan Goodman (Chief Counsel, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenaehealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenaehealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athenaehealth and Castlight Health into HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed; Todd Y. Park’s ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics; Goodman was formerly employed by Gibson Dunn LLP, Facebook appeals counsel in Leader v. Facebook)

134. Trip Adler (“Co-Founder” of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious origins story, like Zuckerberg’s; Scribd held AFI documents for two years, then summarily deleted the entire library without warning on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI’s library contained only public documents and much evidence proving the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption)

135. Jared Friedman (“Co-Founder” of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious